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The versatility of the sleek metallic gems of Airstream has captured the imagination of a new
generation. Paris Hilton used one to tour the country in The Simple Life. Designer Ralph Lauren
owns four. Airstream Living explores these vehicles' many uses, from vacation travel to permanent
residence, from home office to pool house, from on-set accommodation for movie stars to
businesses such as diners and stores.In its pages, profiles of real-life owners reveal how they use
their trailers to enhance their lifestyle, and vacationers will find advice on how to get the most out of
Airstreams. Inspirational photographs accompany advice on decorating interiors in styles that range
from the simple to opulent: retro chic, Ralph Lauren's Adirondack and Western themes, a seaside
look for coastal touring, and much more. Practical advice covers everything from buying your first
Airstream to care and cleaning tips to solutions for storage. A directory provides a thorough listing of
suppliers and websites.For anyone who owns an Airstream or is thinking about purchasing one, this
book is a must-read for living life to the fullest aboard a land yacht.
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You won't be disappointed! I have been a huge fan of Bruce Littlefield's witty & insightful writing for
a long time and couldn't believe my luck when I saw he was the author of this beautiful book. The
photographs are accompanied by really interesting stories about what people have done with these
cool traveling objects of art. It features trailers from all over the world and gave me great decorating
ideas for my own house. This would make a wonderful Christmas gift.

What a find! This is one of those books that everyone will pick up off your coffee table and become
engrossed in. I couldn't put it down. The beautiful photos capture the essence of the interesting
stories that follow detailing what people have done with these cool traveling pieces of art from the
world over. It'll give you great ideas, and it's a treat for your own home -- and also makes the perfect
gift!

This book is an awesome look into the interiors of Airstreams and a few other brands (very few). I
enjoyed the book thoroughly. However, the glue binding on the book was very stiff and the binding
has broken, letting some pages go free.

really great for airstream lovers. beautiful pictures and ideas for airstream updating and decorating.
the binding, however, could not withstand the weight of the pages and loosened up pretty quickly.

This publication offers many photos and ideas for Airstream enthusiast. Having purchased other
books that are similar, this one offers a lot of modern ideas for those who are restoring. It opens
one's imagination to the possibilities of the legendary Airstreams of times past and spans the
horizon to the new. I think it would provide information for the novice as well as the seasoned
Airstreamer. A job well done.

Love the book but the first time I opened it all the pages fell out of the binding. was great about
sending me a replacement, but it too fell apart after being opened only about 3 times.

This is probably the best book I've see besides maybe the 75 year factory Wanderlust book on
interiors. Lot's of great ideas that I've looked at many times now. Can't wait to put the ideas I've
gained into place in our 68 Tradewind.

A real pleasure guide to creative ideas & a variety of designs to customize or upgrade your trailer.
Excellent photography and well written with a fun sense of humor for what trailer life is all about.
Great book if you own a trailer or are considering purchasing one.
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